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,&-tin’s induction theorem says that any rational-valued character of a finite 
group is a rational linear combination of the induced principal characters of its 
cyclic subgroups. Lam [2] proved a sharp form of Artin’s theorem. He dctei-- 
mined the least integer A(G) such that A(G)b’ is an integral linear combination 
of the induced principal characters of the cyclic subgroups of G, for all rational- 
valued characters 6’ of G. A(G) is called the Artin exponent of G. 
In this paper we consider integral linear combinations of nrbitvar-v characters 
induced from the cyclic subgroups of G. We determine a(G), the least integer 
such that a(G)x is an integral linear combination of characters induced from 
cyclic subgroups of G, for all characters x of G. 
Before describing our results we briefly summarize Lam’s to clarify the relation 
between a(G) and A(G). When G is a p-group of order p”, .4(G) equals p”-’ 
except in a few easy-to-handle special cases. For an arbitrary finite group G, one 
reduces to hyperelementary subgroups by Witt’s induction theorem. \Ve rcfci- 
the reader to [2, Sect. 71 for the somewhat complicated results in the hyper- 
elementary case. 
The situation for a(G) is much different. We first sholv that a(G) 
&I(;, a(,??,), where S, is ap-Sylow subgroup of G. We may then assume that G 
is a p-group. Before we can state our main result, we need a premiminary 
definition: If (1) is a cyclic subgroup of G we define n(t) n( t ,) to hc the 
number of subgroups is; of ,,‘t:: such that l\r, :s>jC’,,,:s; is nontrivial. l’hen we 
have 
&bin4 THEOREM. Let G be a noncyclic group of order p’&. Let k >: 0. Then 
the following conditions are necessary und s@cient that a(G) < p”. 
(1) For euch subgroup (x,> of order p in G, a(NG(x)/(x)) c< p’~. 
(2) Fou each subgroup <x> of order p in G, there exists a cyclic subgroup t:t 
containing (xi such that n(t) 2 m - k ~ 1, where / N&x)1 = p?‘“. 
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This says roughly that a(G) is small when a lot of elements in certain sections 
of G are conjugate to their powers, which is not a surprising result. Note the 
contrast with -4(G). If G is a p-group a(G) is often very difficult to calculate, 
while A(G) is so simple that it tells us practically nothing about the structure of 
G. For a general finite group there is a nice product formula for a(G), but not for 
.4(G). 
To illustrate the Main Theorem, consider the two non-Abelian groups Gr 
and G, of order 27, of exponent 9 and 3, respectively. A glance at Theorem 1 
shows that a(G,) = 3 and u(Ga) = 9. Since G, and G, have the same character 
table, this example shows that a(G) is not determined by the character table of G. 
As another simple illustration of Theorem 1, we have a(G) = A(G) = pnmr when 
G is Abelian and noncyclic. 
Our proof of the Main Theorem is constructive. It gives an algorithm for 
expressing a(G)1 (; as an integral linear combination of characters induced from 
cyclic subgroups of G. 
1. THE PRODUCT FORMULA 
\Ve prove Theorem 1.6, the product formula for a(G). Our approach is based 
on Lam’s work on A(G) in [2, Sect. 31. However, the analog of Theorem 1.6 
does not hold for -4(G). 
DEFINITIOX 1 .I. If G is a finite group, define a(G) to be the least integral 
multiple of the principal character of G which can be expressed as an integral 
linear combination of characters induced from cyclic subgroups of G. 
DEFINIIIOS 1.2. If G is a finite group, define A(G) to be the least integer 
multiple of the principal character of G which can be expressed as an integral 
linear combination of the induced principal characters of the cyclic subgroups 
of G. 
Remark. The above definitions are equivalent to those in the Introduction. 
This is clear for u(G) and is proved in [2, Sect. 21 for a4(G). 
I’ROPOSITIOS 1.3. 1f H is a subgroup of G then u(H) ’ a(G). 
Proof. 13~ Mackey’s theorem, u(G)l,l, is an integral linear combination of 
characters induced from cyclic subgroups of H, which implies that u(H) j a(G). 
LE~~~I.x I .4. u(G) = 1.c.m. {a(E) j E is an elementary subgroup of G). 
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Proof. Let a = 1.c.m. {a(E)}. By Proposition 1.3 it is enough to show that 
al G can be expressed as an integral linear combination of characters induced from 
cyclic subgroups of G. By Brauer’s theorem 
where the OE are generalized characters of elementary subgroups E. But a0, 
is an integral linear combination of characters induced from cyclic subgroups of 
E, so aOEG is an integral linear combination of characters induced from cyclic 
subgroups of G. 
LEMMA 1.5. Let E x P x C be an elementary group, where P is u p-group, 
and C is a cyclicp’-group. Then a(E) = a(P). 
Proof. Since u(P) 1 a(E) it is sufficient to show that a(P)],,. is an integral 
linear combination of characters induced from cyclic subgroups of E. Let 
u(P)lp = xi qh,P, where hi is a linear character of a cyclic subgroup lIj of P. 
Then hi x 1 is a linear character of the cyclic group Di x C and a(P) I B := 
xi a&li x I)? 
THEOREM 1.6. For each prime p dividing 1 G 1 let S, be a p-Sylow subgroup of 
G. Then 
a(G) = n a(S,). 
n!‘Gl 
Proof. Immediate from Lemmas 1.4 and 1.5. 
2. FACTOR GROUPS 
We will establish the following result in this section. 
THEOREM 2.5. If G is a factor group of G, then a(e) / a(G). 
By the product formula for a(G), Theorem 1.6, we may assume that G is a 
p-group. Then we may assume that G = G/(z), where (z) C Z(G) has order p. 
DEFINITION 2.2. Let G and (z> be as above. We define a linear map Red 
from class functions on G to class functions on G by the formula 
Red(x) = x, considered as an element of Irr(G) if (2) C Ker x, 
= 0, otherwise. 
DEFINITION 2.2. Let (y) be a cyclic subgroup of G and let (yi be its image 
in G. If X is a linear character of (y> define a function x on (9) as follows: 
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Case 1. If ,z $ (y) let x be the unique linear character of (7) such that 
m = h(Y)- 
Case 2. If ,z E (y> and A is a faithful character of(y) let x be the zero function 
on <jr)- 
Case 3. If .z E ( y> and h is a nonfaithful character of (y) let 1 be the unique 
linear character of (y) such that x(y) = A(y). 
LEMMA 2.3. If x E Irr(G) C Trr(G) then 
Proof. Consider 3 cases: 
Case 1. If z $ (y) the two inner products are formally identical. 
Case 2. If ,a E (y) and h is faithful then x jtvj contains only nonfaithful 
characters of (y) so 
Case 3. If z E (y) and h is nonfaithful we have to show that 
This is obvious because x and h are constant on cosets of(z) in (y). 
LEMMA 2.4. Red(XG) = A’. 
Proof. Let x E k(G) _C Irr(G). L emma 2.3 and Frobenius reciprocity give us 
(x9 hG)G = (x I<%/> ~4,30 = (x I<g> 3 h,, = (x, 6 . 
We have 
RedPG) =Red ( C (xc, X)GX) 
xsIrr(G) 
= 2 (A”, x)Gx = c (AC, /y)ex = A”. 
XEInYG) XEImG) 
Proof of Theorem 2.5. Let an expression for a(G)l, as an integral linear 
combination of induced characters hG be given. Apply Red to this expression. By 
Lemma 2.5 we obtain an expression of the desired form for a(G)],:, so 
a(c) I a(G). 
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Remark. It is also true that A(G) i A(G). This is Theorem 3.3 of [2]. Lam’s 
proof is similar to ours, but is phrased in terms of functors and Grothendieck 
rings. 
3. INDUCED FAITHFUL CHARACTERS 
From now on we assume that G is a p-group. In this section we analyze 
faithful characters of cyclic subgroups of G. The final Proposition 3.5 is the only 
result in this section that we will need to quote later. 
LrxnlM.& 3.1, Let (y> be a cyclic p-group of order greater than one. If 0 is a 
generalized character of (yi such that B(y) :: 0 th en 0 is induced from a generalized 
characfer of ‘?“I . 
Proof. Let {‘J,~ 1 :: pa, let E be a primitive p”th root of I, and let h be the 
linear character of (y) such that h(y) = E. 
We can write 0 = f (A) for some polynomial f(x) E Z[x]. The condition 
8(y) = 0 implies that f(c) = 0, so f(x) := DVa(x)g(x), where D,,(x) is the 
p”th cyclotomic polynomial and g(x) E Z[x]. Therefore .f(A) ~. @,,(A) g(h). We 
claim that Db,,JX) == I$, . 
To see this, note that 
We must show that 
@,,@)(y“) := 0 if pr7 
=P if p : 1’. 
This follows because @,,(A)( y“) : Q’,,(C). ‘I’h us we have proved that @,,,(A) 
l$, , so I9 =~ I$,g(h) -= (g(A)l,&(“‘. 
DEFINITI~S 3.2. If It is a cyclic subgroup of G define n(<<t ,) to be the 
number of cyclic subgroups c’s,’ of <t,\ such that ~V,(<SJ),‘C,(<S\) is nontrivial. 
PROPOSITIOK 3.3. Let \l, g <y‘, 2 it be cyclic subgroups of G. Suppose that 
7 is all integral linear combination of faithful linear characters qf it 1 such that 71’ 
aanishes on ,‘t - ‘yl . ‘Then 
where h ranges over the faithful linear chararters of 3’ and the an E Z. 
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Conversely given a function I+% on(y) of the form 
* = pe(t!n(y,- c adG ICY> 
Afaithful 
there exists an integral linear combination 7 of faithful linear characters of(t) such 
that 71G vanishes on (t> - (y) and rlG jcrl = z,b. 
Proof. By induction on [(t) : (y)]. First assume [(t) : (y)] = p. Under this 
assumption consider two cases. 
Case 1. NG<t)/CG(t) # 1. Here n(t) - n(y) = 1. Let p be a faithful linear 
character of {t) and let p Icy) = A. First of all PC(t) = 0. To see this let Qn 
denote the nth cyclotomic field. Let 1 t 1 = pa and let pa-b = 1 NG((t))/CC((t))j, 
where s ranges over the distinct G-conjugates oft in (t). But 
c P(S) = c @‘ = Tro,.+&-‘(~)) = 0 
s o~Gal(Qpa/Qna) 
since 0 < b < a and p(t) is a primitive path root of 1. 
IfrEZthen 
where w ranges over the distinct G-conjugates of y’ in (t). On the other hand 
hG(y') = ' ";I';'" 1 h(w), 
w 
where w ranges over the distinct G-conjugates of yT in (y). The two sums are the 
same so 
pG(yT) = f X”(y’). 
So for any faithful character p of (t), pG vanishes on (t) - (y) and 
PC Itr) = f XG l<Y> =
P n(!-nw AC l(V) . 
Thus the proposition is true in Case 1. 
481/61/1-5 
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Case 2. NG(t)/CG(t) = 1. Here n(t) - n(y) = 0. Suppose that ~~(1 < i < n) 
are faithful linear characters of (t) and 
Since Case 2 holds, piG(t) = (1 CG(t)l/ t 1) &t) soCi a,p<(t) = 0. By Lemma 3.1, 
xi aipa is induced from a generalized character 0 of ( y). Since the pi are faithful 
6 involves only faithful characters of ( y) so 
which proves the first half of the proposition in Case 2. 
To prove the converse part of the proposition suppose that X is a faithful 
character of (y). Let fi = Act). Then $ is a sum of faithful characters of (t), 
fiG = AC vanishes on (t) - ( y), and 
This finishes the proof in Case 2. 
Now let [(t) : (y)] be arbitrary. Let (yr) be the subgroup of (t) such that 
[( yr) : (y)] = p. Suppose 17 is an integral linear combination of faithful 
characters of(t) such that rlG vanishes on (t) - (y). By induction 
where the pi are faithful characters of (yl> and the a, E Z. Since C aipiG is an 
integral linear combination of faithful characters of (yr} which vanishes on 
(yr) - (y), we may apply the proposition to the generalized character Ci a+~ 
of (yr) and obtain 
c WiG /<I/‘) = 
7, P 
n(,j-n(y~ 7 aJjG ! b) 
where the Xi are faithful linear characters of ( y) and the aj E Z. So 
rlG i(Y) = 
1 1 
P n(t)-nk/,r . pn(Y1)-nW 
- C aAG I <v> 
j 
Finally to prove the converse part of the proposition for [<t) : <y)] arbitrary, 
suppose that h is a faithful character of {y). Since [(yr) : <y)] = p, we can 
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write [ l/pn(yl)-n(y)]XG I(,,) in the form qIG 1 (1/) where r]rG vanishes on ( yI) - ( y) 
and Q = Ck akpk, where the pk are faithful linear characters of <yr). By 
induction we can find an integral linear combination 77 of faithful linear characters 
of (t) such that 7G vanishes on (t) - ( yr) and 
qG l<Yl> = 
1 
P n(t)-n(Y,) 771 
Gl <Y1> . 
Then pG vanishes on (t) - (y) and 
rlG ICY> = 
1 
P n(t)-?l(Y,) 71 
GI <Y> 
1 
P n(t)-n(Yl) . P n(yl:-nty) AC I(%0 
1 - 
P n(t)-n(Y) 
XG l<Y> * 
PROPOSITION 3.4. Suppose (x) is a cyclic subgroup of G. Let 4 be an integral 
linear combination of induced faithful linear characters of cyclic subgroups of G 
containing (x). Suppose that 4 vanishes on (y} - (x) whenever (y) is a cyclic 
subgroup of G containing (x). Then $ can be written as an integral linear combination 
of induced faithful linear characters of one cyclic subgroup of G which contains (x). 
Proof. By induction on [G : (x)]. We can assume [G : (x)] > 1. Let 
(yr),..., (yn) be a set of representatives of G-conjugate classes of cyclic sub- 
groups of G which contain (x) as their subgroup of index p. Then we can write 
where & is an integral linear combination of induced faithful linear characters of 
(x) and q$ (1 d i G n) is an integral linear combination of induced faithful 
linear characters of cyclic subgroups of G containing (y&. Since the di 
(1 G i G n) vanish on <y) - (y,) when (y) is a cyclic subgroup of G 
containing <yi), our inductive hypothesis permits us to write & in the form qiG 
where qi is an integral linear combination of faithful linear characters of one 
cyclic group (ti) containing (y,). Let (t,) = (x). Then 
4 = rloG + ?IIG + *.. + 71nG 
where qic vanishes on <ti) - (x), for 0 G i < n. Choose jc (0, l,..., n} such 
that n(tj) is maximal. By Proposition 3.3, 7iG I(z) = l/pn(ti)-n(z) times an integral 
linear combination of AC I (%) for faithful linear characters h of <x). Since any such 
combination may be obtained from an Q which has the right properties, it is 
clear that 
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where z/i is an integral linear combination of faithful linear characters of (ti) 
and &j” vanishes on (tj) - (x). Since both + and z,Ljc vanish off the conjugates of 
(x}, we have 
PROPOSITION 3.5. Let / G j = pn. Let (z} be a subgroup of order p in Z(G). 
Consider generalized characters 4 of G which have the following properties: 
(1) (b is an integral linear combination of induced faithful linear characters of 
cyclic subgroups of G containing (2). 
(2) + vanishes ofs (z). 
(3) c&4 = Pk. 
Then such + exist if and only if n(t) > n - 1 - kfor some cyclic (t} containing 
w. 
Proof. First suppose such a + exists. By Proposition 3.4, we have 4 = vG, 
where 7 is an integral linear comination of faithful linear characters of one cyclic 
subgroup (t) containing (z). By Proposition 3.3, 
where the hi are the faithful linear characters of <z) and the ai E Z. So 
p” = #x) = ~ 
P 
,‘,,, pn-l F1 ai&( 
i=l 
If the above equation has a solution in integers ai we must have n(t) 3 n - 1 - k. 
Conversely suppose (t) is a cyclic subgroup of G containing (z) such that 
n(t) 3 n - 1 - k. By Proposition 3.3 there exists an integral linear combination 
7 of faithful linear characters of(t) such that rlG vanishes off (z) and 
so if we set 4 = -pn(t)--(~-l-k)~G then 4 has the desired properties. 
4. PROOF OF THE MAIN THEOREM 
In this section we prove the Main Theorem and derive the formula for A(G) 
for ap-group G as a corollary of our methods. 
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DEFINITION 4.1. Let x be an element of order p in Z(G). Define S, = 
ig E G I z E WI ” 01. 
DEFINITION 4.2. Let x be an element of order p in Z(G). Let 4 be an integral 
linear combination of characters induced from cyclic subgroups of G containing 
(z). Define & and & to be the contributions to 4 consisting of induced 
faithful characters and induced nonfaithful characters, respectively. This is well 
defined by the next lemma, and $ = & + & . 
LEMMA 4.3. The generalized characters & and Qlnr in Dejnition 4.2 are 
uniquely determined by 4. They do not depend on the particular representation of 4 
as an integral linear combination of characters induced from cyclic subgroups. 
Proof. Let y E S, . First consider the case 1 y 1 = pa > p. Let E be a fixed 
primitive path root of 1. Then C&(Y) is an integral linear combination of primitive 
path roots of 1, while &(y) is an integral linear combination of nonprimitive 
path roots of 1. Since @&x) = 1 + xP’-’ + ... + x(PP1)P’-‘, 
E7+(p-l)Pa-1 = -,$T- eT+Pa-' _ . . . _ Er+(P-2)P"-l 
for 0 < Y < pa-l. Therefore any primitive p”th root of 1 has a unique expression 
of the form xi ai& in which a, = 0 whenever p / i. The range of summation 
here and throughout the proof of this lemma is 0 < i < (p - l)p-l. Any 
nonprimitive p”th root of 1 has a unique expression of the form xi ai& in which 
a, = 0 whenever p r i. Therefore C&(Y) has a unique expression of the form 
xi a$ in which ai = 0 whenever p / i and &(y) has a unique expression of the 
form xi ai& in which ai = 0 whenever p r i. Thus C&(Y) and 4&y) are uniquely 
determine by $( y), a fact we shall need in the proof of Lemma 4.5. 
To take care of the case 1 y 1 < p, consider the equation 
9f I@> + Af l(Z) = 4 IO> * 
Here $f 1 CZ1 contains only faithful characters of (z) and & jCZ) contains only the 
one nonfaithful character of (z). Therefore Cf lCZ) and +nf ICI> are uniquely 
determined by+ I CZ> . 
PROPOSITION 4.4. Let G be a noncyclic group of order pn. Let k < n - 1 and 
let z E Z(G) be an element of order p. Suppose that 4 is a generalized charactm of G 
with the following properties: 
(1) $ is an integral linear combination of characters induced from cyclic 
subgroups of G containing (z). 
(2) d(x) = pkfOYXE s, - {I}. 
(3) p”+l I 41(4* 
Thenp = 2 and G is dihedral, semidihedral, or generalized quaternion, 
481/61/1-6 
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Proof. Let S, = S, n {g E G / gp2 = lj. S’ mce (4, lG)G is an integer we have 
!g&) = (I sz I - l)P” + $(1) = (I sz I - l)P” + (1 - P)Mu”) +45,,(l) 
1. (I AS, I - l)P” -:- (1 - p)+rW + A&) 
=~ (I s, I - l)P” i (1 - P)C&) + Pk - M4 
~- j s, / pk - p&(z) = 0 mod p”. 
Since /z + 2 < n and &(z) is divisible bvp”~lt we have ~“-1” I&/ S, 1 p7< - p&(z), 
so p2 j 1 S, I. Since 1 S, ! k i S, 1 mod p2 we have p2 ( / S, [ . Now define integers 
X, , N, , Ais, and Iv, as follows: Let iiT, be the number of cyclic subgroups of G 
of orderp2 containing (2). Let IV2 be the number of noncyclic subgroups of order 
p2 containing (z). Let Ns be the number of subgroups of order p in G = G/(z‘ . 
Let IV4 be the number of subgroups of order p in G. Then 
Iv1 + N, = N3 = 1 mod p. 
Sincep2 1 j S, 1 we havep2 1 AYr(pz - p) + p so XI I 1 mod p, so AT, = 0 mod p. 
But n’a = (iv, - 1)/p so Nj c 1 modp2. Thus the number of solutions to 
xfl = 1 in G is of the form 
(P - l)(np2 + 1) + 1 =p mod p2. 
Now we quote the following results, which were used in [2, Sects. 5 and 61. 
THEOREM (Kulakoff). If G is a p-group and p is odd, then the number of 
solutions to xp = 1 in G is = p mod p2 if and only if G is cyclic. 
THEOREM (Alperin-Feit-Thompson). If G is a 2-group then the number of 
solutions to x2 = 1 in G is ~2 mod 4 if and only if G is cyclic, dihedral, semihedral, 
OY generalized quaternion. 
LEMMA 4.5. Let (z> C Z(G) have orderp. Let (b be an integral linear combina- 
tion of characters induced from cyclic subgroups of G containing (z) such that 
C+(X) E Z fey all x E S, . Then (bI vanishes on S, - (2). 
Proof. Let y E S, - (2). Then the characterization of c&(y) in the first 
paragraph of Lemma 4.3 shows that &(y) = 0. 
MAIN THEOREM. Let G be a noncyclic group of order p”. Let k >, 0. The 
following conditions are necessary and suficient that a(G) < p”: 
(1) For each element x of order p in G, a(No((x))/(x)) < pk. 
(2) FOY each element x of order p in G, there exists a cyclic subgroup (t} 
containing (x) such that n(t) 3 m - k - 1, where / No(x)1 = p”. 
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Proof of necessity. We use induction on 1 G /. Condition (1) is necessary by 
Theorem 2.5. To show that condition (2) is necessary we may assume by 
induction that (x) = (x) C Z(G). Also we may assume k < n - 1 since 
condition (2) is vacuous otherwise. 
Let 4 be an expression for pL1, as an integral linear combination of characters 
induced from cyclic subgroups of G and let #Jo be the contribution to (b from the 
cyclic subgroups of G containing (z). Write 4, = $Z.r + +z,af . If we consider 
(bznr as a generalized character of G = G/(z) and use the fact that (aznf, lc)~ is 
an integer, we get p’i 1 &&z). Therefore p” / &,(z). NOW consider 2 cases. 
Case 1. p”-l 1 &(.a). By Proposition 4.4, G is dihedral, semidihedral, or 
generalized quaternion (see [I, p. 1911) so by induction condition (2) is satisfied 
for (~1, 
Case 2. p7<+-l r &(a). Here pk is the exact power of p dividing &(z). Let X be 
faithful linear character of (2). After adding an integral multiple of 
(X -t ,V -+ ... + h~-r)~ to an integral multiple of &, we may assume that 
&Ja) = pk. Thus modified, & satisfies the hypotheses of Proposition 3.5, and 
that proposition then says that condition (2) is satisfied for (2). 
Proof of su$iciency. Given (x) of orderp in G, let N,(X) denote N,(<x))/(x). 
We define two generalized characters &f and $mf of N,(X) as follows. 
By condition (1) we can express p”l~, as an integral linear combination of 
characters induced from cyclic subgroups of N,(x). Let $enf be the contribution 
to that sum from those cyclic subgroups of N,(X) whose inverse images in 
N&x) are cyclic. We may consider +znf as an integral linear combination of 
characters induced from cyclic subgroups of No(x). Since $,&~) = 0 mod p’; 
for 3 f I in No(x), and since (donr , 1 KZ&(~G) is an integer, bdi) = $b&) 
is divisible by pk if k < m - 1 and by pn-l if k 3 m - 1. By condition (2) and 
Proposition 3.5 applied to the group No(x) we can define &.f to be the integral 
linear combination of induced faithful characters of cyclic subgroups of N,(X) 
containing (xi such that (bpf vanishes on NG<x) - (x) and 
YL&4 = Pk - 4znrw 
Define +s to be &r -t qLnf . Then (6x vanishes off S, and 4, = p” on S, - {I}. 
Now define 4 = xZ+ZG where x ranges over a set of representatives of con- 
jugate classes of subgroups of order p in G. Clearly 4 = p” on G - { 1} so it is 
enough to show that 4(l) = pk modpn. This follows because 4 - ~~1, is a 
generalized character of G, and must therefore be a multiple of the regular 
character. 
With no extra work, we now determine A(G) when G is a p-group. Direct 
computation shows that A(G) = 2 when G is dihedral or generalized quaternion 
and A(G) = 4 when G is semidihedral. The referee has informed me that 
Lam’s claim that A(G) = 2 for G semidihedral is incorrect; see [3, p. 2351. 
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THEORE~I 4.6 (Lam). If G is a p-group of order p” and G is not cyclic, 
dihedral, semidihedral, or generalized quaternion, then A(G) = ~~-1. 
Proof. First we show that A(G) < ~~-1. Let x have order p in G. Let 
N&x) = p”‘. By induction on 1 G / we can express prn-ll~~ as an integral 
linear combination of induced principal characters of cyclic subgroups of -- 
N,(x). Let 4, be defined as the contribution to that sum from the cyclic sub- 
groups of N&x) whose inverse images in N,(x) are cyclic. Because &(x) is 
divisible by pm-l, we can arrange that & = pm-l on S, - (1) by adding an 
integral multiple of I?$“,‘“’ to & . Define (b = Cz &G where (x> ranges over a set 
of representatives of conjugate classes of subgroups of order p in G. Exactly as 
in the sufficiency part of the Main Theorem we have $(I) = p-l mod p”, thus 
proving A(G) <p+l. 
Conversely, suppose k < n - 1. Pick any (x) of order p in Z(G). Suppose r,h 
is an expression for ~91, as an integral linear combination of induced principal 
characters of cyclic subgroups of G. Define q& , $zI, and $znf in the usual way. 
Since & = 0, Proposition 4.4 gives a contradiction. 
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